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1 Formal Reality and Objective Reality

Formal Reality: An existent x (where ‘existent’ is used neutrally) has
formal reality iff x is an actual existent.

With respect to formal reality, there are three levels of actual existents. In
hierarchical order, they are:

1. Infinite substance

2. Finite substances

3. Modes

Objective Reality: An idea y has objective reality iff y has representa-
tional content.

. Clarifications on the nature of representation

1. There is a distinction between the vehicle of representation (e.g. an
idea), the representational content that vehicle provides, and the rep-
resented object or property that the representational content is directed
at or about.

2. Representational contents have accuracy conditions : there are accurate
representations, and misrepresentations.

Corresponding to formal reality, there are three levels of objective reality. In
hierarchical order, they are:

1. Representations of infinite substance

2. Representations of finite substances

3. Representations of modes

OR-FR Causal Principle: An idea with y degree of objective reality
must be caused by something that has at
least x degree of formal reality.
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2 The Cosmological Argument

1. There exists in S’s mind an idea of God, that is, an idea with infinite
objective reality that represents infinite formal reality.

2. As a finite substance, S does not have enough formal reality to cause
an idea with infinite objective reality (i.e. the idea of God)
(justification: OR-FR Causal Principle)

3. The idea of God can only be caused by a substance with infinite formal
reality.
(justification: premise [2] + OR-FR Causal Principle)

∴ God exists.

∴ The idea of God is an innate idea whose source is God.

3 Truth, Certainty, and CDP

Truth and Certainty Criterion: The mark of truth and certainty of
any given proposition p is a clear and
distinct perception (CDP) that p.

Correspondence A CDP that p indicates that p cor-
responds to reality, i.e. p stands for
something that is an actual existent.

A first stab at defining CDP

Truth Rule: A subject, S, should not judge that p unless S has an
occurrent CDP that p.

A first stab at defining CDP

CDP: A perception P is clear and distinct iff :

1. P is clear: what it represents is present and ac-
cessible.
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2. P is distinct: its representational content is sharply
separated from all other representational content,
i.e. only the essence of the thing represented is in-
cluded in P + its representational content does
not involve contradictions (p & ¬p).

CDP Possession: A subject, S possesses perception P that is a CDP iff
S’s will is compelled to affirm P.

4 The Cartesian Circle

1. CDPs are true and certain. (justification: Truth and Certainty Cri-
terion)

2. S has a CDP of God (justification: CDP Possession)

∴ God Exists

But premise [1] assumes that God exists, because S can only know (i.e. have
scientia) that the Truth and Certainty Criterion) is accurate iff S knows
(i.e. has scientia) that God exists and is not a deceiver (which requires, by
extension, that God actually does exist and is not a deceiver).
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